Protect your students — and your investment

At school, students and teachers need to feel safe, the environment needs to promote learning and physical property needs to be protected. That’s why we created the AD Series electronic lock. It’s a new generation of electronic locks that offer the same level of security and innovation you’ve come to expect from Schlage®.

Every school is different, and the AD Series electronic lock offers flexible choices and solutions to cover them all, no matter if you’re securing one school building, or a whole school district.

The innovative modular design of the AD Series makes it a solution that’s right for today’s needs, and adapts to whatever the future holds. This means you’re free to upgrade credential readers and networking modules without taking the lock off the door.

The scalability of the AD Series allows it to evolve along with your environment. Start by securing just a few offline perimeter doors. When you’re ready, add more openings and put the whole system on a network — giving you the ability to lock down the facility in seconds. After all, that’s what real security is all about.
AD Series electronic locks don’t just make the grade. They set the curve.

Schools face security challenges that are truly unique. Not only is it important to provide a safe, secure learning environment, but also provide a place that the community can feel comfortable using for meetings and special events. This is why you need AD Series electronic locks from Schlage. From day one, you know that your school is protected, and so is your investment.

The AD Series allows you to:

- Initialize centralized lockdown in both wireless and hardwired networked applications.
- Provide varying levels of security to perimeter openings, classrooms and administrative areas.
- Control and audit access to security sensitive buildings and rooms.
- Adapt to evolving security management plans.
- Install access control in historical or difficult to wire buildings using the wireless networking option.
- Monitor lock status, including battery life.
- Provide a higher level of security in sensitive areas by installing mortise deadbolts.
- Know your solution meets ANSI/BHMA A156.25 Grade 1 requirements and is UL Listed.

Flexible
- Multiple reader choices give you the option to mix and match credentials as needed.
- Dual credential readers (card + PIN) available for identity verification – it’s not only what you have (credential), but also what you know (PIN).
- Available in offline and wireless or hardwired networked solutions.
- Compatible with most master key systems and major brands of exit devices including Von Duprin® and Falcon®.

Adaptable
- Provides a platform for future upgrades while seamlessly integrating with your existing one-card and access control solutions through its open architecture platform.
- Modular design gives you the option to change credential readers or network options as needs change – all without taking the lock off of the door.

Scalable
- Offline and networked solutions for different openings in your facility.
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